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Introduction 
 

VisiRule is a powerful visual low-code no-code authoring tool which can be used in a wide variety of 

applications across multiple industries. 

 

VisiRule provides a visual way to create and review decision logic flow. Furthermore, the visual 

representation can be executed either on the client or server-side. Server-side execution can also make use 

of the Flex expert system and Prolog language. 

 

From a process perspective, we can think of VisiRule in 4 phases: 

 

a. Knowledge capture and representation 

b. Code delivery and execution  

c. Output & report generation 

d. User Analytics 

 

This corresponds to  

 

a. Development:  

The chart’s questions and logic and outcomes are created and tested; various views of the 

contents of the chart can be explored and shared as pictures/diagrams 

 

b. Delivery 1:  

In interactive mode, questions are asked via a guided questionnaire. 

In data mode, answers are extracted from some data source using a Rest service 

 

c. Delivery 2:  

Conclusions and outcomes are reached by the execution of a chart and various outputs are 

generated such as reports, documents, bespoke advice 

 

d. Post Delivery:  

Sessions are logged and aggregated over time to see look for correlations between answers 

and outcomes across user types 
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Expert Authoring 
Phase: Development Time 

 

The default way to create a VisiRule chart is for the author to draw the chart and arrange the logic 

using VisiRule Author or VisiRule365 by defining questions and expressions linked by arrowed 

lines.  

 

VisiRule Author is a Windows desktop application; VR365 is a device independent browser-based 

charting tool. 
 

 
Figure 1 VisiRule chart developed on the PC 
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Figure 2 VisiRule chart developed on VR365 

VR365 provides a browser-based authoring experience and does not require Windows. 

 

 
Figure 3 VR365 showing a VisiRule chart being develope 
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Exporting to WMF, PNG, GIF, JPG 
Phase: Development Time 

 

Once a chart has been drawn, it can be exported a chart as a picture and shared with others (the 

default WMF format can be converted to PNG). In this way charts can be shared with others without 

them needing access to any VisiRule specific software. 
 

 
Figure 4 PNG of VisiRule chart exported from PC 

 

 

>= [rattles] or

>= [rattling]

>= [squealing] or

>= [squeals]

>= [scrape] or

>= [scraping] or

>= [grinds] or

>= [grinding]

Scrape

 

convert_atoms( [], [] ).

convert_atoms( [Hd|Tl], [HdA|TlA] ) :-

   atom_string( HdA, Hd ),

   convert_atoms( Tl, TlA ).

input_prefill( brakes_chat_edit, `Enter w hat is w rong w ith your brakes` ).

Comment

atom_string( brakes_chat_edit, String ),

string_tokenise( String, Tokens ),

convert_atoms( Tokens, Atoms ),

f lash( Atoms )

Atoms

statement1

Describe your problem and I'll see if I can help you

What's w rong w ith your brakes

brakes_chat_edit

Brakes pull? If you step on the brakes and the steering w heel pulls to one side or the other, that's the front brakes pulling it. The problem is either too much braking on the side that's pulling or too little breaking on the opposite side. Since too little breaking is easier to troubleshoot than too much, follow  the instructions for bleeding that side, and check the brake parts for excessive w ear compared to the pulling side. You should never replace the disc brake pads on one front w heel and not the other, they should alw ays be done at the same time even if one side appears to have plenty of meat left. If  bleeding doesn't do it, there may be a problem w ith the caliper piston getting cocked in the cylinder, and if it's near the end of it's throw , replacing the pads on both sides, or even replacing w orn rotors, may force the piston back into a good section of cylinder w here the extension is less and it may live happily for years. It's also possible that you have a crimped brake line, or a problem w ith the master cylinder. 

Can you confirm that the brakes pull?

PullingQn

 

brakes_begin

brakes_begin

\= ''

Pulsing

Ratchets

RearWheel

 >= [ratchet]

>= [pulsing]
 >= [rear]

Light

Turning

Pump

>= [pump]

Pulling

Squealing

Dragging

Rattles

>= [turning]>= [pulling]>= [dragging]

>= [light]

>= [pedal]  >= [clunks]

ClunksPedal

>= [f luid]

Fluid

end1

=''

brakes_chat

Brakes don't stop car? If you have to step on the brake pedal harder than you w ant to in order for the brakes to operate normally, the brakes do stop the car. What w e're interested in here is w hen you have to push on the pedal w ith both feet and the car slow ly rolls to a stop rather than locking up the w heels, or w hen the pedal goes to the f loor, w on't pump up, and you have to yank the emergency brake or turn the engine off in gear in order to slow  it dow n. I drove around ten miles through city street in a car w ith no hydraulic brakes w hen I w as a stupid teenager, though fortunately it w as a standard transmission and I w as just smart enough to ignore the cars behind me and time all the lights. 

Do the brakes stop the car?

BrakesQn

Pedal to the f loor? The absolute f irst thing to check w hen you still have pedal but the car w on't stop is that something really dumb isn't going on, like you took your shoes off to drive and they are jammed under the brake pedal! But assuming nobody w ould need to go on the Internet to f igure that out, there is alw ays the possibility that the pedal linkage is bind up under the dashboard, so make sure the brake pedal is really going through its full travel and not hanging up 3/4 of the w ay dow n. Other problems that can lead to minimal braking are glazed brake parts, frozen pistons in the calipers (though the steering should pull in only one caliper is frozen), brake lines that are pinched or obstructed, or a problem w ith in the master cylinder or pow er booster unit. If  you're fond of hitting the brakes w hen the car isn't running, you may exhaust the vacuum to the pow er booster and have the brake pedal go low er and low er until you start the car. A bad seal in the master cylinder can leave the pedal w ith some feel of resistance but fail to apply enough pressure to the caliper or w heel cylinder pistons to stop the car.

Pedal to f loor?

PedalQn

Making noises? If you have noises coming from the w heels, it may be the brakes or it may be something else. Squealing and screeching noises are usually the brakes, ticking , grinding and clunking noises may be the brakes, may be noises from the w heel bearings, CV joints or suspension. Brake noises do not imply bad braking performance, and in some cases, they are intentional w arning noises caused by the brake pad manufacturers putting slits or a different material in the pads at a certain depth to w orn of w ear. 

Can you confirm that the brakes squeal?

SquealingQn

 

Worn pads, shoes

bound piston, pow er

boost problem

Clunks? Clunks are generally easy to diagnose because the are generated w hen something heavy moves enough of a distance to go "clunk". In the case of brakes, the only part that's like to make a clunking noise is a caliper that's moving too freely on the w heel assembly, and the only reason for this (unless the steel is w orn aw ay) w ould be a loose pin. It's common to secure an automotive caliper w ith a single pin that's threaded at the end and w hich sits in a rubber sleeve. If the pin backs out so that the bottom of the caliper is just along for the ride, you'll get a nasty clunk as it rides up w hen you hit the brakes. Eventually, it w ill mess up either the caliper or the w heel assembly, so f ix it immediately. 

Can you confirm that the brakes clunk?

ClunksQn

Rattles? Rattling noises are almost alw ays due to disc brake pads w ith missing spring clips (anti-noise clips) that are intended to keep them from rattling against the w heel assembly guides w hen the brake isn't applied. If the rattling noise goes aw ay w hen you apply the brakes, how ever lightly, you know  that it's the pads rattling. If you can't f ind the slips or f igure out how  to install them (don't laugh, it's tricky on some calipers), you may be able to use an after-market product, check your local parts store. 

Can you confirm that the brakes rattle?

RattlesQn

Hard braking? If you have to exert a lot of pedal pressure to get the car to stop, that's hard braking. It's normally due to normal brake pad w ear or glazing, but as w ith most braking issues, it could also be a problem w ith the hydraulics, leaking seals in a piston cylinder in a caliper or w heel cylinder. Can easily be a master cylinder or pow er boost problem as w ell, but if  you aren't getting any w arning lights, it makes sense to replace w orn parts f irst. 

Hard braking?

HardBrakingQn

Making noises? If you have noises coming from the w heels, it may be the brakes or it may be something else. Squealing and screeching noises are usually the brakes, ticking , grinding and clunking noises may be the brakes, may be noises from the w heel bearings, CV joints or suspension. Brake noises do not imply bad braking performance, and in some cases, they are intentional w arning noises caused by the brake pad manufacturers putting slits or a different material in the pads at a certain depth to w orn of w ear. 

Are the brakes making noises?

NoisesQn

Clunks
 

Copyright 2008 by

Morris Rosenthal

w w w .if itjams.com

Scrape or grind? You'll recognize the scraping sound if you hear it, grinding noises are more in the ear of the beholder. The scraping noise may be intentional, like the squeals mentioned earlier to w arn you the pads are nearing the end of their design life. But scrapes and grinds are more often cause by a broken pad, a grooved rotor or drum, or a foreign piece of metal or rust jammed in betw een the braking surfaces. Grinding noises may also be from w heel bearings or CV joints, and if they are, they need to be replaced, not greased. 

Scrape or grind?

ScrapeQn

Scrape

Rattles

Jerky, pulsing? If you have anti-lock brakes and you step on the brakes hard, a pulsing pedal may just be the brakes in anti-lock mode doing their job. If you have anti-lock brakes and you aren't stepping hard on th pedal, it could be a sign that the ABS computer or sensors have gone hayw ire. Otherw ise, it's normally a sign of abnormal brake w earing, rotor or drum w arp. One w ay to check if the back brake part are involved is to pull on the emergency brake very slow ly and see if it results if  you can feel pulsing in the handle, w hich w ould be due to a deformity in the rear brakes. 

Jerky pulsing?

PulsingQn

Squealing

Parking (emergency) brake failure? When you pull the emergency brake lever betw een the seats (or under the dashboard) or push dow n the parking brake pedal, it should stiffen up quickly and ratchet audibly, w hether or not it provides much braking force. If the parking brake w on't hold the car from rolling backw ards on a hill in neutral, it's not w orking properly. Some heavier vehicles w ith all disc brakes are notorious for having crummy parking brakes kludged onto the disc systems, but if they don't hold the car from going forw ard from a dead stop in gear, good luck passing inspection. 

Ratchets w ithout force?

RatchetsQn

Pulling

Only after turning? If you only have to pump up the brakes after turning, it's a pretty good sign that something is forcing the piston back into the caliper as the front w heels turn. This means something is forcing the pads of their rest position, barely dragging on the rotor or disc. The most likely culprit is a w arped rotor, but anything that cause the rotor to w obble is also suspect. If  the rotor w as ever removed, it's probably held in place my the w heel lugs at this point, so it could be a sign one or more lugs is loose, especially on a four bolt w heel w here one missing lug can lead to w obble. It's also possible that the w heel and rotor are bolted up tight by the w heel bearing is w orn or separating. 

Only after turning?

TurningQn

Turning

Pump

Light

Brake w arning light? Check to make sure the parking brake isn't on, and then take the time to f ind the mechanical sw itch for the parking brake and make sure it isn't stuck. If the brake w arning light is in fact an error condition being reported by the antilock braking system (ABS) or pow er booster, you'll need the shop manual or a good aftermarket manual to f ind out if  any information can be coaxed out of the idiot light by follow ing some procedure. But in the case that the brake pedal goes to the f loor, the brake f luid in the master cylinder level is f ine and the brake w arning light isn't complaining, you must have a problem in the master cylinder or pow er booster. Before you jump to the conclusion that there's a blow n piston seal inside the master cylinder, read up on the pow er assist unit, and see if the pedal to the f loor behavior can be caused by a vacuum failure or other booster problem. 

Brake w arning light?

WarningLightQn

Wheels drag too much? If you notice that your car can't roll forw ard from a full stop in neutral on gentle inclines, or even slow s dow n and stops, your brakes are dragging too much. Put the car up on jack stands and spin each w heel to see if they are all about the same or if  one w heel stands out as dragging to the point of being hard to spin, not even turning a full revolution w ithout stopping w hen you give it a strong tug. If the problem is w ith a back w heel, a dragging parking brake is the f irst suspect. Make sure that it's off, that it's the cables to the back w heels aren't taut, and back off on the adjuster to loosen up the cable to the spreader if  they are. Drum brakes generally drag because they are over-adjusted. Removing the drum w hen the brakes are over-adjusted is a drag in and of itself, you need to remove the little rubber access plug on the back of the w heel plate, push the auto adjuster out of the w ay, and back off the adjuster gear by hand w ith a screw driver or brake spoon. 

Wheels drag too much?

DraggingQn

Need to pump up brakes? If the pedal is soft and you need to pump it and release it several times before it f irms up, it's usually a sign of air bubbles in the brake lines. The real question is w hy there's air in the brake lines, w hether there's a slow  leak somew here, a loose bleeder screw , a leaking seal on the master cylinder. If the problem creeps up on you very slow ly and you never checked the master cylinder, it's possible that the brake fluid level has been falling slow ly as the parts w ear, and the lid seal isn't perfect. If it's not strictly a post-turning issues, skip dow n tw o paragraphs for bleeding.

Need to pump up brakes?

PumpQn

Brake fluid level OK? If there isn't enough brake fluid in the master cylinder to resist the piston, the pedal w ill go to the floor and the brakes w on't function. The only "good" reason to be short brake fluid is if you just did a brake job didn't tighten a bleeder screw  enough or somehow  forgot to make up the fluid you lost after bleeding the brakes, w hich you might blame on your pedal pushing assistant. Make up the brake fluid in both reservoirs of the master cylinder to the fill line, and poke the rubber seal on the lid back into shape so the reservoir doesn't overflow  as soon as you put it back on. Bleed the brakes follow ing the order given by the manual, and make up the level after each w heel. Your brake fluid level does fall normally w ith the years as your disc pads and rotors w ear dow n, leaving the caliper pistons further and further extended in the cylinder. If you have rear brake shoes and drums, their w earing w ill make the pedal softer and softer, but the return springs may keep the reservoir level up. 

Brake f luid level OK?

BrakeFluidQn

Rear w heel locked? Sometimes the emergency brake w orks too good, w hich is to say, it locks up a rear w heel and doesn't let it go. This is more likely to happen w hen a car sits for a w hile and the return springs take a set or the cable rusts up in the its sheath. Drive forw ard a couple feet so you can see w hich w heel is locked (it w ill leave a drag mark), then shut dow n, get out of the car and try bouncing that corner of the car up and dow n vigorously. If you hear a snap or a clunk and the brake releases, that w as probably the cable letting go from its bound or slightly rusted state. Spraying some penetrating oil up into the metal sheath of the cable may help prevent it from happening again for a w hile, just don't get any inside the brake drum of on the pads. If that doesn't w ork, f lexing the cable sheaths (w ithin reason, you can't crimp them) and further applying and releasing the brake may help. You can often drive off a locked parking brake, but if it doesn't free up w ithin a couple hundred yards, your risking overheating and causing real damage. If it happens once after leaving a car for the w inter, it's no big deal, but if it happens every time you use the parking brake, it's time to replace the cables and springs. 

Rear w heel locked?

RearWheelQn

Parking (emergency) brake failure? When you pull the emergency brake lever betw een the seats (or under the dashboard) or push dow n the parking brake pedal, it should stif fen up quickly and ratchet audibly, w hether or not it provides much braking force. If the parking brake w on't hold the car from rolling backw ards on a hill in neutral, it's not w orking properly. Some heavier vehicles w ith all disc brakes are notorious for having crummy parking brakes kludged onto the disc systems, but if  they don't hold the car from going forw ard from a dead stop in gear, good luck passing inspection. 

Parking brake failure?

ParkingQn

Dragging

Pedal

Fluid

 

Chirps and ticks that 

increase w ith speed due

to rotor w arp or run out

 

Anti-rattle clips on

disc pads missing or

installed w rong

 

If brake w arning light on and

parking brake is releases, see

service manual for codes

 

 No

 

 Yes

 

 No

 

 Yes

 

Check pads and

shoes for w ear,

foreign objects

 

 No

 

Yes

 

Yes

 

Caliper bolt loose,

suspension problem

(see clicking noises

diagnostic)

 

Anti-lock brake

issue, deformed

drum or rotor (test

w ith parking brake)

 

 No

 

No

 

Yes

 

Broken pad or shoe

facing, w arning sound

for excessive w ear

 

No

 

Front brake issue

stuck or cocked

piston, air or crimp in

line, master cylinder

problem

 

 Yes

 

Yes

 

 Yes

 

 No

 

Air in system,

fluid leak

 

 No

 

 No

 

 No

 

If parking brake

release see service

maunual for pow er

booster problem or

anti-lock failure

 

Spring return

failure or cable

rusted, bound

 

 No

 

Yes

 

Front w heel

bearings w orn, axle

nut loose, w heel lugs

loose

 

 Yes 

Yes

 

 No

 

Likely pow er

assist related, see

service manual

 

Stuck piston, hydraulic

lock, over adjusted drum

shoes, w arped rotor

 

 Yes

 

Shoes w orn out,

glazed, f luid in

drums

 

 No

 

Cable stretched

or broken, frozen

adjuster

 

Yes

 

Fit to line, if

brakes soft, bleed

lines follow ing

order service

manual

 

Pedal linkage

binding, galzed,

frozen calipers,

pinched lines,

booster failure

 

 Yes

 

 No

 

 Yes

 

 Yes

 

No

 

No

 

Auto Repair for Brake Failure or Fluid Leak 

Diagnosing Hard Braking and Noises w ith Discs and Shoes, Rotors and Calipers

 

 Yes

 

 No

 

 No

 

Yes

ParkingBrake

RearWheel

Ratchets

Pulsing
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Charts typically contain multiple coloured boxes linked together in a directed network. Each box or 
node is individually sized and arranged as the author desires.

 
Figure 5 PNG of VisiRule chart exported on PC 

  

http://w w w .nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Recruit/Criminal%20Record%20and%20Barring%20Decision%20Tree.pdf
Before you begin

Not all NHS staff w ill be eligible for

criminal record and barring checks. At

the point of advertising a position,

employers must make an assessment

against the roles, activities and

responsibilities of the particular position

to determine eligibility.

By prompting key questions, the decision

tree is a tool to support employers in

making the assessment of w hen checks

must/can be carried out. You should also

refer to the legislation and other sources

of information referenced to make an

informed decision.

NHS employment checks - 

crimial record and barring

checks decision tree

Most individuals are likely to be eligible by virtue of section 13 i.e. any employment w hich is concerned w ith the provision of

health services and w hich is of such a kind as to enable the holder to have access to persons in receipt of such services in the

course of their normal duties. How ever, there are other provisions w ithin the Exceptions Order that may be relevant. <P><P>Please

refer to the legislation available at: <a href="http://w w w .legislation.gov.uk">w w w .legislation.gov.uk</a> <P>

The original chart can be view ed at:

<a href="http://w w w .nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Recruit/Criminal%20Record%20and%20Barring%20Decision%20Tree.pdf"> Original Flow  Chart </a>

<p style="color:blue;"> Is the position covered under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 (Exceptions) Order 1975 (as amended)? </p>

CoveredPosition

<b>Adults:</b> any activity involving w orking or volunteering w ith adults that is of a specif ied nature, regardless of the frequency that this

activity is undertaken and the setting:

<ol type="i">

<li> providing health care</li>

<li> providing personal care</li>

<li> providing social w ork</li>

<li> assistance w ith cash, bills and/or shopping</li>

<li> assistance in the conduct of a person’s ow n affairs</li>

<li> conveying (transporting adults to or from their place of residence and a place w here they have received, or w ill be receiving, health

care, personal care or social care; or betw een places w here they have received or w ill be receiving care).</li>

</ol>

<b>For further information about ‘regulated activity’ w ith adults please refer to the factual note issued by the Department of Health at:

w w w .w p.dh.gov.uk/health/2012/08/new -disclosure-and-barring-services-definition-of-regulated-activity/</b>

<b>Children:</b> any activity involving w orking or volunteering w ith children that is of a specif ied nature:

<ol type="i">

<li> unsupervised activities: teaching, training, instruction, care for or supervision of children, or providing advice/guidance on w ellbeing,

or driving a vehicle only for children</li>

<li> w ork for a limited range of establishments (‘specif ied places’), w ith the opportunity for contact w ith children, e.g. childcare

premises. Not w ork by supervised volunteers. (Please note that children’s hospitals are no longer categorised as a ‘specif ied place’)</li>

<li> providing personal care, for example w ashing or dressing; or health care by or supervised by a professional</li>

<li> registered child minding; and foster-caring.</li>

</ol>

<I><B>Working w ith children under (i) or (ii) is regulated activity only if  done frequently (i.e. once a w eek or more often, or on four or more

days in a single 30 day period or overnight).</B></I>

<P>

<B>For further information about ‘regulated activity’ w ith children please refer to the factual note issued by the Department of Education at:</B>

<a href="https://w w w .gov.uk/government/organisations/disclosure-and-barring-service">w w w .gov.uk/government/organisations/disclosure-and-barring-service</a> 

<p style="color:blue;">Is the position a REGULATED ACTIVITY w ith children and/or adults as defined by the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act (amended by

the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012)? </p>

RegulatedActivity

f lash(' <B>

Individuals seeking w ork in regulated activity must

be checked against the barred list(s) through the

process of an enhanced criminal record disclosure.</B>

<P>

You must indicate on the criminal record

application form w hether the individual is w orking

or volunteering w ith children and/or adults

')

f lash( '<B>

Since 10 September 2012 you can continue to obtain an

enhanced level criminal record disclosure but WITHOUT

barred list checks. 

</B>')

explanation

<b>Is any relevant information disclosed, for example criminal

convictions? </b>

RelevantInformation

Please note that access to information about patients or

patient records only does not constitute ‘access’

<b>The position is not ‘regulated activity’ but does it

involve the individual having access to patients in the

course of their normal duties? </b>

PatientAccess

Since 10 September 2012 the new  definition of ‘regulated activity’ has reduced the number of individuals w ho must

be checked against the barred lists. How ever positions that w ere eligible for an enhanced disclosure w ith a barred list

check before 10 September w ill remain eligible for enhanced disclosures w ithout barred list information.

<b>Was the position eligible for an enhanced disclosure before 10 September?</b> i.e. did the position fall into the pre 10

September definition of regulated activity?

EnhancedDisclosure

<B>The position is not eligible for a

criminal record check at standard or

enhanced level.</B>

<P>

In certain circumstances, for

example, people w orking in

‘positions of trust’ e.g. chief

executives, senior management or

f inance managers you may w ish to

ask prospective employees to apply

for a basic disclosure from

Disclosure Scotland. This level of

disclosure contains information

about unspent (current) convictions.

<P>

Further information is available at:

<a href="w w w .disclosurescotland.co.uk">w w w .disclosurescotland.co.uk</a> 

If the individual

meets all other

pre-employment

criteria

<P>

Confirm Appointment

Recruitment should NOT proceed

<P>

Any provisional offer

of appointment

should be w ithdraw n

The individual <U><b>must not</b></U> be appointed into

regulated activity w ith the vulnerable group

from w hich they are barred. It is an offence for

any person w ho is barred to apply for, or

engage in, regulated activity. It is also an

offence for an employer to know ingly allow  a

barred person to engage in regulated activity.

A barred person may undertake a position not

in regulated activity w here they meet all other

pre-employment checking criteria. How ever,

employers should carry out an appropriate risk

based assessment taking into consideration all

information w ithin the disclosure to assure

patient safety.

Employers should ensure that robust

safeguards are in place to manage that

individual, such as supervision or restricted

access to certain areas of the building.

Please note

Criminal record and barring checks form only part of the

pre-employment process, equally important are

verif ication of identity, right to w ork, registration and

qualif ication, employment history and references, and

occupational health checks. For further information

please refer to the NHS Employment Check Standards at:

w w w .nhsemployers.org/employmentchecks

flash('

Risk assessment decision 

is to recruit,

safeguards should be 

put in as 

appropriate'

)

No Yes

explanation

Does risk assessment raise concerns about patient safety?

RiskAssessment

f lash('

Carry out risk based assessment to

determine w hether the conviction is

relevant to post, w hether they pose any

risk or potential risk to patient safety.'

)

No

flash( 

'Since 10 September 2012 you 

can continue to obtain an

standard  level criminal record 

disclosure . '

)

No Yes

 No Yes

 Yes

If the individual

meets all other

pre-employment

criteria

Confirm Appointment

explanation

Does the barred list check show  the individual is

barred from engaging in regulated activity w ith

children or adults?

BarredIndividual

 NoYes

 Yes  No

 NoYes

start1
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AutoAudit Test Harness 
Phase: Development Time 

 

VisiRule AutoAudit allows you to instantly create and execute test data to help validate the chart 

logic. 

 

 
Figure 6 Invoking VisiRule AutoAudit 

 
Figure 7  Generating test data with  VisiRule AutoAudit 
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In addition, in its advanced mode, you can use your own specific test data, run it against different 
versions of the same chart and compare results for different results. 
 

 
Figure 8 initial dialog for VisiRule AutoAudit 

 

 
Figure 9 initial dialog for VisiRule AutoAudit advanced mode 
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Figure 10 Comparing results with VisiRule AutoAudit 

 
Figure 11 Seeing differences in results 

Test suites can be built and used to compare results as and when charts get updated. 
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Truth Table Creation 
Phase: Development Time 

 

The VisiRule Truth Table component generates truth tables from VisiRule charts. 

 

This is achieved by executing the chart exhaustively using all the various combinations of input 

against the chart one-by-one and recording the conclusion reached in each case.  

This is very useful for validation and documentation purposes. 
 

The answers are then inserted into an XML table showing: 
- completed paths as IF/THEN rules 

- decision truth tables generated 

- questions used 

 

The truth table is generated as XML and can be displayed in a browser or Excel 
 

 
Figure 12 Generated Truth Table 
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Figure 13 Rules generated from Truth Table 

The truth table articulates all the questions and outcomes.  
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Ruleset 
 

The truth table shows the implicit rules and can be loaded and examined in Word and Excel 
 

 
Figure 14 Completed paths generated from Truth Table in Excel 

 
Figure 15 Generated Truth Table displayed in Excel 
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VisiRule Visualizer Tree View 
Phase: Development Time 

 

VisiRule charts can also be exported and examined using various tree view packages. The VisiRule 

Visualizer is one such package; it is browser based and provides a interesting way to visualize and 

explore the logical structure of a VisiRule chart. 
 

 
Figure 16 D3 based viewer 
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Radial View 
Phase: Development Time 

 

The Radial viewer allow you to explore the logical structure of the chart from a radial perspective. 

 

A depth first tree maps on to a spiral. 

 

A breadth first chart maps on to concentric circles. 
 

 
Figure 17 D3 based radial viewer 
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XML Export 
Phase: Development Time 

 

The nodes and links and expressions of a chart can be exported as XML data. This is an option 

available in VisiRule Author. 

 

The XML data can then be viewed externally and even updated and then re-imported to create a 

new chart. 
 

 
Figure 18 Exported XML from VisiRule chart in browser 
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Figure 19 Exported XML from VisiRule chart in Word 
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Web Questionnaire 
Phase: Delivery Time 

 

When VisiRule charts are uploaded to the web, VisiRule Server automatically generates an 

interactive questionnaire spread across multiple pages. This is provided as a hosted service. 
 

 
Figure 20 Generated document in flight 
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Figure 21 Generated document being partially completed by answers 
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Figure 22 Final document generated 
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Conversation Transcript 
Phase: Delivery Time 

 

VisiRule saves a complete Q&A transcript of each session. You can view these or have them 

exported and integrated with your CRM or email system. 
 

 
Figure 23 Conversation transcript and map 
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User’s Path through Chart 
Phase: Delivery Time 

 

VisiRule can show the user’s path through the chart in real time. At the end of the session their 

journey is plain to see. 
 

 
Figure 24 Computation path shown on original chart 
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Text File of Session 
Phase: Delivery Time 

 

VisiRule can create a record of each session as a text file including conclusion reached, the question 

trail and the session transcript. 
 

 
Figure 25 Text file of session 
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XML file of session 
Phase: Delivery Time 

 

VisiRule will create a record of each session as an XML data file with all the questions, answers and 

interim calculations and inferences computed for external consumption. 
 

 
Figure 26 XL data created by session 
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VisiRule Manager 
Phase: Post Delivery Time 

The VisiRule Manager allows you to organize your charts online. 

You can see various aspects of all your published charts. 
 

 
Figure 27 VisiRule Manager 
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Figure 28 VisiRule Manager view of chart 
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VisiRule Analytics 
Phase: Post Delivery Time 

 

VisiRule Analytics allows you to see how your intelligent decision tree flow charts are being 

accessed by customers, staff and prospects. You can deliver your charts as ChatBots or web apps. 

Understanding how your charts are used, and by whom, helps you gain valuable insights into your 

current solutions.  
 

 
Figure 29 VisiRule Manager Analytics 

https://www.visirule.co.uk/decision-tree-flowcharts
https://www.visirule.co.uk/intelligent-chatbots
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Figure 30 VisiRule Manager Inspector 
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VisiRule FastChart: machine learning driven chart creation 
Phase: Pre-Development Time 

 

VisiRule can use Data to generate its charts. 

 

VisiRule FastChart uses PMML to communicate the induced decision tree and extra the contents 

and structure. 
 

 
Figure 31 KNIME workflow for generating decision tree 
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Figure 32 PMML imported into FastChast 

 
Figure 33 Tree view of imported PMML 
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Figure 34 Graphical view of imported PMML decision tree 

 

 
Figure 35 Basic chart statistics 
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ChatBot Delivery 
Phase: Delivery Time 

 

You can use your VisiRule chart to generate a ChatBot where the logic is asked one question at a 

time. 

 

The user can enter their own queries at any time which you can handle using the NLP tools in 

VisiRule. This allows you to respond to any arbitrary text input by the user. 
 

 
Figure 36 VisiRule chatbot 
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Figure 37 VisiRule chatbot on mobile phone 

 
Figure 38 VisiRule chatbot on mobile phone conversation 
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Master Template 
Phase: Development Time 

 

You can generate document instances by using a Master Document Template either as XML or RTF 

with suitable tags to indicate where the results of the VisiRule session are to be used and how. 
 

 
Figure 39 Document template 
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Generated Documents 
Phase: Delivery Time 

 

You can supply a Master Template which will then be used to generate document instances based 

on the answers gathered during a VisiRule session. 
 

This allows formatted documents to be produced which contain the contents of a VisiRule session plus 

any conclusions formed by the logic in the chart. 

 

Templates can be defined using RTF or XML. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 40 Generated document 
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Figure 41 Generated document on mobile phone 

 
Figure 42 Document template uploader 
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Results 
Phase: Delivery Time 
 

At the end of a session, you can output the result including any calculations or text used. 
 

 
Figure 43 Web based comclusion output 
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Figure 44 Extended output page 
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VisiRule Chart Uploader/Publisher 
Phase: Development Time 

 

You can upload your chart to the web so that it can be published and shared with your colleagues 

and clients. VisiRule will build an interactive multi-page web questionnaire where answers to one 

set of questions are used to compute the next set across multiple pages. 
 

 
Figure 45 Visirule Upload & Publish Dialog 
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Client Side HTML/JS Delivery 
Phase: Development Time 

 

The VSR->HTML code generator takes one or more charts and generates an XML data structure 

which contains all their nodes and links. 

 

The VisiRule JavaScript rules engine walks through the XML evaluating each node and asking 

questions when required to the user. The engine maintains a stack of the questions and answers 

already executed and allows the user to scroll back through the computation and change a previous 

answer. This creates a new computation in effect which takes the user down a different branch of 

the logic. 

 

The engine allows for execution in the browser, on mobile devices - indeed anywhere that 

JavaScript can run with NO CONNECTION to a server required. VisiRule charts delivered locally are 

self-contained and can even be embedded within emails and documents. 

 

By delivering as HTML and JavaScript, the appearance can be easily customised, tweaked, 

enhanced, simply by editing the styles in the CSS style sheet or augmenting the HTML with 

additional JavaScript code. This greatly simplifies the run-time delivery of charts. 
 

 
Figure 46 VisiRule HTML running locally 
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Figure 47 Sample HTML page generated by VisiRule HTML compiler 

 


